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Why submit PAD file?

Nowadays, most shareware authors earn a living by selling their products. It is due to this that we
need to submit the products to download sites.

Obviously, traffic is quite important for online employees because traffic will take you potential
clients. That is to say more traffic is more sales. So is there method to enable software authors not
just boost traffic but also boost sales? Yes, submit your software PAD file with submission software
is probably the best option.

To be frank, there are lots of ways to increase traffic. With the internet search engine, we are able to
buy valid traffic. Another is to do some article writing whose content must apply to your website and
product, and then people who see this article may find your website from links in the article. To
complete some link chat is also ok. There will be this type of site and email the website owner for
link chat. However how about submitting PAD? Easy, convenient, time-saving and efficient! PAD
usage has become more and more popular as it simplifies the whole submission process - both for
authors and website owners. Essentially it enables you to definitely register your programs rapidly,
only using the Link to PAD file.

What to do for a successful submission?

1. Create PAD file. PAD is also named Portable Application Description which is really a new XML -
based standard presenting product descriptions and specifications on online sources in a standard
way, utilizing a standard data format that will permit website owners and program librarians to
automate program entries. Here you can have a PAD generator to help you, since it provides you
with all the details what you should express.

2. Look for the right category for the site. This can enhance more people focus on your site.

3. Get listed in as numerous download sites as possible. And keep an eye on all of the sites you've
posted your software to.

4. Submit new or modified versions. This will constantly market your shareware.

How to submit PAD file effectively?

Either Manual or automatic submission is right. But more download sites you submit to means more
visibilities, more sales. Therefore, manual submission would waste you much time and energy.
Besides, not all sites can be submitted successfully at one time, so for these sites, you have to
check and resubmit. How annoying!

Now PAD Submit Worker will help you solve all these problems. It can easily submit PAD file to all
major download sites, directories, and other targeted resources as fast as possible, saving a lot of
your time and money. Its submission is 100 times faster than that of manual submission. Knowing
exactly the rules of every download site, PAD Submit Worker can quickly submit your product with
success. Isnâ€™t it wonderful? Action!
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Using a PAD generator to create PAD and then submitting it manually is really out,  now most
people like a submission software that  can a submit PAD file automatically. Try it!
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